DOCUMENTARY FILMS + DISCUSSION - EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT!

INHABIT
A PERMACULTURE PERSPECTIVE

With Special Guests:
Jessi Bloom and Dave Boehnlein,
Authors of the book:
Practical Permaculture for Home Landscapes,
Your Community, and the Whole Earth

An intimate look at permaculture practices, the film visits over 20 sites in a range of rural, suburban, and urban environments, and explores responses to local and global challenges—from food, water, and medicine, to governance, economy, and culture.

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC. ADMISSION BY DONATION

FRI MAY 8, 7:00PM

WALLINGFORD MEANINGFUL MOVIES
at Keystone Congregational Church
5019 Keystone Place N., Seattle
www.meaningfulmovies.org

Social Justice
Documentary Film & Community Discussion
Every Friday Night!